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This paper is a generalization of H. Garland and J. Lepowsky’s paper of 1976. 
Let g(A) be the &-Moody Lie algebra defined by a symmetrizable generalized 
Cartan matrix A, M(l) the irreducible highest weight module of g(A) with a 
dominant integral highest weight 2. Kostant’s homology and cohomology formulas 
for the Lie algebra g(A) and the module M(E.) are proved without assuming that 
the reductive part of the parabolic subalgebra of g(A) is of finite type. A resolution 
of M(li) is constructed. For any j, the jth term of the resolution has a filtration 
such that all the factors of the filtration are generalized Verma modules of the form 
Vm(*‘(‘+p)--p), where w ranges over a certain subset of the Weyl group of g(A). 
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INTRODUCTION 
From Kostant’s homology or cohomology formulas, Weyl’s character 
formula can be obtained easily. In 1967, F. Aribaud reversed everything. 
He started with Weyl’s character formula, from which he obtained Weyl- 
Kostant’s formula, which is a generalization of Weyl’s character formula. 
By using this formula and Casimir operators he gave a new proof of 
Kostant’s cohomology formula (see [3]). His paper cast new light on the 
connections among these formulas. 
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In 1976, H. Garland and J. Lepowsky proved Kostant’s homology 
formula for Kac-Moody Lie algebras, under the conditions that A is sym- 
metrizable and the reductive part of the parabolic subalgebra is of finite 
type. (These are called F-parabolic subalgebras.) As in the case of finite 
dimension, their result gives an easy approach to the Weyl-Kac character 
formula (see [4]). Three years later, J. Lepowsky discussed a complex 
defined by a lowest weight module. By following all the steps in [4], he 
proved Kostant’s cohomology formula with the same assumptions as in 
C41 (see [51). 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the relations between 
Kostant’s cohomology and homology formulas and Weyl-Kac’s character 
formula for Kac-Moody Lie algebras. The program follows what 
F. Aribaud did in 1967. Our investigations yield a proof of the homology 
and cohomology formulas in a more general case, i.e., that when the reduc- 
tive part of the parabolic subalgebra is of arbitrary type. (In this case, we 
also an analogue of the resolution given in [4, Theorem 8.71 at the end of 
this paper.) But we still assume that A is symmetrizable. 
The structure of this paper imitates [3], going from the character 
formula and denominator identities to the cohomology and homology 
formulas. In Section 4 we prove H,(u-, M(l))= Hj(u+, M(1)) (see 
Section l), by using the Cartan involution, and then concentrating on 
H,(u-, M(%)). We use H. Garland and J. Lepowsky’s method in the 
appendix of [4] and F. Aribaud’s method in [3, Sect. 41 to prove that any 
irreducible component of H,(u-, M(1)) must be of the form m(p) (see 
Section 1) with 1~ + pi ’ = 12 + pi ‘; this result is one of the cornerstones of 
this paper. 
The results of this paper strongly depend on [l, Corollary 10.71 By that 
theorem almost every module in this paper is completely reducible. 
0. NOTATION 
Let A = (au) be an n x n symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrix, that 
is, aiie 2 (the integers), for all i, j, satisfying (I) aii= 2, (II) a,< 0, i#j, 
(III) aij= 0 * uji = 0. We say A is symmetrizable if there is a matrix 
D = diag{s,, . . . . E,) with all .s,>O, such that DA is a symmetric matrix. 
Here, we follow all the definitions in [ 1, Chaps. l-31. Let g = g(A) be the 
Kac-Moody Lie algebra of A over the complex number field C defined by 
the Cartan matrix A, h the Cartan subalgebra of g with dim h = 2n - 
rank A, and fi, CI,“, ei for i = 1, . . . . n the Chevalley generators of g, where 
h acts on g diagonally, i.e., 
g=h+ C g”, where g” = {x E g 1 [h, x] = cr(h)x, Vh E h}. 
zeh* 
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Let d=(cc~hjcl#O, g”#O) be the root system of g and 
zz= {al, . ..) a,} c d be the root basis of d satisfying ai(a:” ) = au, which 
gives an order in d. So d = A- u A+, where A+ = {a E A 1 a= C;= 1 kiai, 
all k,cZ+ }, A- = -A+. Then we can write 
g=n- +h+n+, where n* = C g”. 
led* 
Since A is symmetrizable, there is a non-degenerate invariant symmetric 
bilinear form ( . , . ) on g, which is also non-degenerate on h. It induces a 
linear isomorphism v: h + h*, and v induces a bilinear form on h* which is 
also written ( , . ). Let yi be the reflection on h* determined by cq~ 17 for 
i = 1, . . . . n, and W the Weyl group generated by rl, . . . . r,. W also act on h, 
if we identify ri with riv, where rCv is the reflection determined by U: E h for 
i = 1, . . . . n. 
Let S be an arbitrary subset of (1, . . . . n>. For convenience, we simply 
write S= ( 1, . . . . ~1. Assume r is the subalgebra of g generated by e,, . . . . e,, 
fi, . . . . J;, and h. If we denote the root system of r by A,, then 
A,=A,vA;, where A$ =A,nA&, and the root basis of A,+ is 
17, = (a,, . . . . cl,Vj. Then 
r--m-+h+m+, where m” = C g”. 
ICAd 
We denote by Ws the Weyl group of r, which is generated by r,, . . . . rs. 
Let A’(S)=A+\A;, u+=CaEdifSjg’, W(~)=~w~W~~A-~A~~ 
A+(S)}. Then [r, u”] suF, and uf, u ~ are r-modules. So A% +, A& - are 
r-modules, j = 0, 1, 2, ,., . The algebra r acts on them by derivations. Let 
P= {IE h* 1 J((xiv ) are non-negative integers, i= 1, . . . . n} 
P, = {A E h* 1 J(ay ) are non-negative integers, for Jo S). 
We choose an element p in P satisfying p(ay ) = 1, i = 1, . . . . n. 
For ;1~ P (or EP~), we denote the irreducible highest weight g (or rf- 
module with highest weight 1 by M(.d) (or m(n)). Then hom(Mu+, ~(~)) 
and Ak Q M(n) are r-modules in the usual way. (Note: When Mu+ is 
finite-dimensional, hom(.4 ‘u , J + M(n)) is an h-weight module. When ku+ is 
infinite-dimensional, we still want hom(& +, M(A)) to be an h-weight 
module. So we have to assume further conditions on the definition of 
hom( , ), see Section 4.) Now consider the following r-module complex and 
cocomplex : 
158 
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..-- A’u @M(/Z) 
2 Ai-1 u- @N(I) ---+.-.- A”u @M(i)-0 
d,(C, /z ... A Cj@W)= C (-I)‘Cl A ... A 6i.A ‘.’ A Cj@Ciw 
A C; A ... A 2, A *.. A i(, A . . . A C,@W 
for c ,, . ..) cjcu-, WEM(/i). 
(2) 
. . . +- hom(N+ ‘u+, M(L)) 
&hom(A’u+,M(A)) t--~~~+--hom(AOu+,M(~ 
It-1 
Id'f)( Cl A ... A Cj+,)= 1 (-l)i+'Cjf(C, A ... A :iA 
is I 
+ c (-1)"'f(IlC,Y ctl 
r<t 
1) -0 
A C, A ..* A 2, A ..’ A 2, A I.* A C,,,) 
for c It ***f Cj+lEU+, fe hom(Aju+, M(1)). 
The homology groups of these sequences are also r-modules, denoted as 
H,(u-, M(1)) and H*(u’, M(I)). We are going to show that 
Hj(UK, M(A)) = zYlqu+, M(I)) = 1 m(W + PI - PI. 
WE W(S),I(w)=, 
This reiation is called Kostant’s homology and cohomology formula. 
Originally, it was obtained by B. Kostant in 1961 in the case of finite 
dimensional algebras and modules. 
1. THE GROTHENDIECK RING OF THE LIE ALGEBRA r 
The main work of this section is to define the Grothendieck ring, a 
generalization of the ring of characters. 
LEMMA 1. Let R be a non-empty set, and assume that R has an addition 
and a m~~t~~li~at~5n satisfying the f~l~~u~~ng condit~o~s~ 
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(1) Both addition and multiplication are commutative and associative. 
(2) R has a zero 0, and a unit 1. 
(3) x+y=x+z, implies y=z, for any, x, y, ZER 
(4) (x+ y)z=xy+xz, for any x, y, ZE R. 
Then there exists a unique ring 9 z R, such that ,for any x E 9, there exist 
y, z E R with y - z = x. 
Proof: Same as that we use to obtain the integers from the natural 
numbers. Q.E.D. 
We call an h-module M a weight module if 
M= @ M,, where M,= {mEM( hm=p(h)m, any hEhJ 
peh* 
if M, # 0 we say p is a weight of M, and M, is the weight space of p. 
Let vEh*; define D(v) = {v -C?=, kicli 1 k,, . . . . k, are nonnegative 
integers}. Let Co be the category of all h-weight modules M, such that (1) 
There exists v,, . . . . v, E h*, such that the weight set of M is contained in 
lJi= r D(v,). (2) Every weight space of M is finite dimensional. 
Let C(r) be the category of all r-modules M, satisfying: (a) As an 
h-module, ME 0; (b) M is a completely reducible r-module, and every 
irreducible component of M is of the form m(p) with p E P,. 
Note. If ME C(r), and m(p) is a component of M, then M has only 
finitely many components isomorphic to m(p), by condition (a). 
Let A, be the submatrix of A corresponding to S. There exists a 
2s - rank A, dimensional subspace h, of h with c( ,“, . . . . a,” E h,, and ( . , . ) 
is non-degenerate on it. Then h = h,@ h(S), where h(S) = hi, CY~, . . .. ix, 
vanish on h(S). And g, = n, + h, + n,+ is the Kac-Moody Lie algebra of 
A,. Then 
r = gs 0 h(S), [h(S), gsl = 0. 
LEMMA 2. M(1) and Au- @M(l) are in C(r), for 1 E P; and C(r) is 
closed under tensor products. 
Proof: Let p = n--C:.=,+, m,tl,E h*, where all mj are nonnegative 
integers, and consider the r-submodule of M(I), 
M(A)p= c M(4,-(k,z,+ +k,a,). 
k,, . . . . k,tZ+ 
Since cur, .. . . CI, are independent on h,, the h,-weight spaces of M(A)p are 
h-weight spaces, so every h,-weight space is finite dimensional. By [ 1, 
481/149/l-11 
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Corollary 10.73, M(n)“ is a completely reducible g,-module, and any 
h E h(S) acts on M(d)l” by a constant p(h). Hence, A4(n)P is in the category 
C(r), and so is M(i). Similarly we can prove that ,4u- 0 M(i) E C(r). Still 
by [ 1, Corollary 10.71, m(p)@)m(v) is a completely reducible g,-module, 
for ,u, v E P,. And any h E h(S) acts on m(p)@m(v) by a constant 
(p + v)(h), hence m(p)@m(v)~ C(r). This implies C(r) is closed under 
tensor products. Q.E.D. 
For any ME C(r), let ch,M be the class of all NE C(r) such that Nr M. 
And let R(r) = {ch,M / ME C(r)). 
Now we introduce addition and multiplication in R(r): if Mix C(r), for 
i E I. define 
c ch,M,= ch, @ 44, ; ( > if 2 is finite, or @ Mi E C(r). iel it/ rol 
For M, NE C(r), define 
Then it is easy to see that both addition and multiplication are com- 
mutative and associative, the zero module is the zero of R(r), the one 
dimensional trivial module is the unit element of R(r), and multiplciation 
distributes over addition. By the Note on the category C(r), ch, P + chlQ = 
ch,P + ch,R implies chlQ = ch,R. These are all the conditions in Lemma 1, 
so we obtain a ring i%(r). And R(r) has other properties, 
For S = { 1, . . . . n} we obtain the category C(g) and the ring 3(g). For 
S= 0 we obtain the ring W(h). In the latter case all the elements in W(h) 
are characters, so we write ch,m(p) simply by e(p) as is traditional. 
By Lemma 2, we have the following homomorphisms: 
Reskt, r): g(g) + Nr), ch,Mw ch, M; 
Res(r, h): W(r) + L%?(h), ch,Mi-+ ch,M; 
Resk h): g(g) -+ g(h), ch,MI-,ch,,M. 
LEMMA 3. Res(g, r), Res(r, h), Res(g, h) are l-l maps. 
Proqf If 0 #x E kernel Res(r, h), choose P, Q E C(r) such that they do 
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not have any common components, ch,P- ch,Q =x. Assume there are 
Vl, ..., V[E h*, such that the weights of P and Q are contained in Ui=, D(Vi). 
We can assume vi - vj is not contained in the group generated by txi , . . . . CI,~, 
for any i#j. Let h=v,-(m,~,+ ... +m,a,) be a weight of P or Q such 
that m, + ... + m, is minimal. We can assume that p is a weight of P. Then 
p must be the highest weight of a component of P. By the choice of P, Q, 
and p, p is not a weight of Q. This implies Res(r, h)(x) # 0, contradicting 
the choice of x. Hence, Res(r, h) is a l-t map. g is a special case of r, hence 
Res(g, h) is a 1-l map. Res(g, h) = Res(r, h) Res{g, c) implies Res(g, r) is a 
l-l map. Q.E.D. 
2. WEYL GROUPS 
Recall that W is the Weyl group of the root system d, the subgroup W, 
of W is the Weyl groups of the root system d,. For WE W, define 
Qi,=w- n/i’, 
n(w) zf the number of elements in dj,, 
l(w) 2’ length of w, i.e., the smallest number m such that 
w=ri,-..rim, ijC {l,..., n}. 
Choose an element p E h* such that p(ay ) = 1, i= 1, . . . . n. 
LEMMA 4 (This result is established in [7, Sect. 23). (1) If olj# @,+,, 
then CD,, = riQ5, u (q). 
(2) n(w) = Z(w), any w E w. 
(3) P-w(P)=c.,.w cc 
(Note. It is still true even if A is not symmetrizable, see [l, Chap. 31.) 
ProoJ See [7, Sect. 23. Q.E.D. 
In general, Z(Y~M~) = I(w) + 1. From the proof of this lemma, we could see 
that + holds if and only if oii# cf,,<. This tells us how to compute the set 
@,, if I(w)=j, w=ri,...rii, then @,= (~~,,,r~,(crJ ,..., Y,~.,.P~_,(c(+)~. It 
follows that, if l(w, w2) = I(w,) + I(w,), then Qj,,,,,, = u’l@wZ u Gw,, which 
generalizes (1). And (3) says @,, = Gwz if and only if 
z=c if and only if w, = w2. 
rcrli,, IE9WZ 
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LEMMA 5. Zf A is a root system, and if C c A satisfies: 
(1) A is a disjoint union of E and - 2. 
(2) .Z is closed. (if a, p E C with a f p E A, then u + fl E Z.) 
(3) A + n ( -C) is a finite set. 
Then there exists u E W such that UA + = .Z. 
Proof: Assume d + n (-2) # 0. Then there is a simple root 
ui, E A ’ n ( -6), by the conditions (l), (2). We know that yil ,Y also 
satisfies conditions (1) (2), and 
A’ n (-rj,(C))=ri,(rj,A+ n (-2’)) 
=rj,(((A+\~ffj,~)~ I--@i,)ln(--C’l) 
=ri,((A+\{5Lj,f)n(-~)1 
=r;,(A+ n(-.E)\{&j,>). 
Hence the number of elements in A+ n (-r,C) is less than the number of 
elements in A+ n ( -Z). By induction we find a w = ri,. . . ril E W, such that 
A’n(-wG)=@. Then A’cwL’, AA= -A”E: --WC, so A+=wC. For 
u= w-1, we have UA + = C. Q.E.D. 
By this lemma, it is easy to see that: if @ is a finite subset of A +, such 
that @ and A’\@ are closed, then there is a w E W with Qp,= Cp, and the 
map w t-+ @,. is a bijection of the Weyl group onto the family of all such 
@,. So, [2, Proposition 5.101 is still valid in our case. 
Retail that W(S) = {w E W 1 N~A- n A i = c&~ E A+(S)). Next, we 
generalize [2, Proposition 5.13]. This result does not seem very important 
in [2]. But here, we depend on it. 
FR~POSITION 6. W(S) is a set of representatives for the right coset space 
w/w&s. 
Proof Let tEW, F,=tAmmnA.c, F2=tA’nAg,c=(-F,)uF,. We 
show that t = un, where u E W,, n E W(S). 
It is clear that C u (-Z) = A,. Choose h E h with a(h) > 0, for all IX E A +. 
Then for any BE& /?(t(h)) = t-‘@)(h) > 0, This means that CGA, 
satisfies all conditions in Lemma 5. Hence, there exists a u E IV, such that 
uAS+ = Z-. (The following proof can be seen in [3, Proposition 41.) Let 
n = u - ‘t, t = un; we check that n E W(S). 
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and 
u-‘A, n A,+ = up’(A, n uA,+ )= -up’(A: null,) 
= -u -‘(tA- nA,+)=nA+nuplAL; 
=snApn(up’A; nA.c)=@. 
Hence, we obtain 
nA~nA,f=12(~nA-nA+fAd((S), n E W(S). 
Next let n,, n2e W(S), such that W,n,= W,n,. Then n,n,‘=ue W,. 
n,n2p1A,t = uAS c A,. 
Since n2E W(S)=sn2A~nA+~A+(S)~n,AfnA+~A,f, n;‘AGcA+. 
n,n~‘A,+sn,A+=(n,A+nA+)u(n,A+nAp) 
n,A+nA-= -(n,A-nA+)s -A+(S) 
n,n;‘A~cA,nn,A+=AL~n((n,A+nAf)u(n,A+nA-)) 
=A.n(n,A+nA+)cA,+, 
i.e., uAs+ E A;. Since UE W,~uA’(S)cA+(S)~ud+~A+, by 
Lemma4 n(u)(=l(u)=O, U= 1, and n,=n,. Q.E.D. 
Z(m) = Z(u) + I(n), for UE W,, n E W(S). In fact, 
It is clear that u@,, c A +(S). n E W(S) implies A; c nA -, and 
@ =uA-nA+=uA;nA+. These imply u(nApnAp)nAf=@,cA,f. 
Si, @,, is a disjoint union>f the sets u@, and @,. For any n E W(S), n is 
the element in the coset W,n with the shortest length. 
Note. In general, W(S) is not a subgroup of W. This will happen, if and 
only if the subsets S and its complement are disconnected. 
3. COROLLARY OF WEYL'S CHARACTER FORMULA 
For 1 E P (or Ps), we write the irreducible highest weight g (or r)- 
module with the highest weight A by M(%) (or m(A)). We will use 
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Kac-Weyl’s character formula and denominator identities of M(L), 
written as 
ch,M(R) = c WE w det(w) 4W + p) -PI 
C,, w det(wf e(wb) - p) 
chhm(‘“)= 
c nrE ws det(w) e(w(i + P) - P) 
zweWs det(w)e(w(p)-p) 
e(p) n (1 - e( -x))dim ga = 1 det(o) e(v(p)) 
EGA+ UC w 
e(p) n (1 -e(-a))dimg”= 1 det(u)e(u(p)). 
9 E Lf; UE ws 
Note. We know that the central subalgebra h(S) of r is killed by the 
root basis (or, . . . . ~1, >of r. Therefore, the restrictions of q, . . . . q to the sub- 
algebra h, of h are still linearly independent; and x acts on the r-module 
m(A) by the constant E,(x), for any XE h(S). Therefore, m(A) as g,-module 
is irreducible. Combining all of this and the Weyl-Kac character formula 
for the algebra g,, we could say that the second formula is valid. Similarly 
the 4th one is valid. 
Using these formulas, we have: 
PROPOSITION 7 (Weyl-Kostant). For R E P, 
Proof: For any w E W(S), i E S, w-l(q) is a positive root, 
(W(%+p),~j)=(%+p, W-‘(fXj))>O> *(W(E"+p)-~p,Crf)200, qw(A+P)- 
PEPS- 
We have 
ch,m(w(% + p) - p) = 
II UE ws det(u) e(u(w(A + PI-P f P) - P) 
c UE ws det(u) dub)- P) 
11, UE ws det(u) e(uw@ + P)) 
= t: UE ws Wu) dub)) ’ 
In case A=0 we have 
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Now substitute these two identities into the right side in the formula of 
this proposition. We obtain 
c cudvs WE iv(S) det(uw) e(uw(ll + p)) 
c Cuews WE W(S) det(uw) ~(z~~(~)) . 
By Proposition 5 this is equal to the right side of the Weyl-Kac formula. 
In other words, when we apply Res(r, h) in both sides of the formula in this 
proposition we obtain the Weyl-Kac character formula. By Lemma 3, 
Res(r, h) is a l-l map, and this proves the formula. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 8. For AEP, 
Proof: By Euler’s formula, we have 
5 (- l)j chrHj(u- ) M(I)) = f (- l)j ch,(A'u- @M(/1)) 
j=O j=O 
= ( j$o (- 1)’ ch,fPu- ch,M(;1). ) 
By Proposition 7 we need only to prove 
f (-1)‘ch,Acl’u-= 1 det(w) ch+W - PI. 
J = 0 W’ EW(S) 
We apply Res(r, h) on both sides of it. By Weyl-Kac’ denominator identity, 
we have 
left= f (-l).‘&,/iJu- = fl (I-e(-or))d”mgu 
j=l nt&(S) 
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By Weyl-Kac’ character formula, and Proposition 7 we have 
c UE w det(u) 44~)) 
=c UE ws Wu) 44~))’ 
Now left = right. Recalling that Res(r, h) is a l-l map, we obtain the 
formula. Q.E.D. 
This formula means that for any WE W(S), there exists a j, such that 
m(w(L + p) - p) is a component of H,(u-, M(A)). In Section 5, we see these 
are the only components that H,(u-, M(1)) could have. 
4. THE COMPLEX (A*u-@M(A), d,} 
AND THE COCOMPLEX (hom(A*u+, M(k)), d*} 
Homology and cohomology formulas were treated separately in [4, 51, 
but their structures are exactly the same. This suggests that they could be 
treated together. In this section, we will see that the complex (1) and the 
cocomplex (2) are related by the Cartan involution and several com- 
mutative diagrams. 
If A4, N are two h-weight modules, and every weight space is finite 
dimensional, let 
hom(M, N) ‘%’ {f 1 f is a mear map from A4 to N, f(M,) = 0 for all 1’ 
but finitely many weights 01 of M. } 
Then hom(M, N) is an h-weight module whose weight spaces could be 
infinite dimensional. But when A4 = A ‘u , ’ + N= M(L), all the weight spaces 
are finite dimensional. The complex field C is a trivial module. We write 
M* for hom(M, C). 
We are going to discuss relations between 
complex (1) {A*u- @M(I), d,} 
and 
cocomplex (2) {hom(A*u+, M(A)), d*J 
(see Section 1 for definition of d, and d*.) 
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First we introduce the r-module complex, 
..--ju+oM(1)*~...-/iOu+M(~)*-rle,o, (3) 
where the boundary maps 8, are defined as for complex (1). This complex 
induces an r-module cocomplex, 
{hom(A*u+ 0 M(L)*, C), d* >, (4) 
where 8(f)=f08~+,, for f~ hom(A-‘u+ @M(%)*, C). 
LEMMA 9. As r-modules, 
kernel aj =(.kernel 8, )*. 
image al- ’ - image a,, i 
Proof: For f E kernel ai, define f' E (kernel a,/image a,+ i)*, by 
f ‘(a + image a,+ i) = f (a), a E kernel a,. Then f H f ‘, is a linear map. 
If f' = 0, i.e., kernel a,c kernelf, let A i+l~f @M(i)* = (image a,)@ Q, 
where Q is an h-submodule of /i’- ‘u+ 0 M(L)*. Then there exists a linear 
map f,: &‘u+ @M(A)* + C, such that f = f, aa,, and f,(Q)=O, hence 
fi E hom(& ‘u+ 0 M(A)*, C), and f E image dj- ‘. On the other hand, for 
f Eimageaj-‘, f’=O. 
If g E (kernel aj/image a, + i )*, let A. ‘u’ 0 M(I)* = kernel a,@ T, where T 
is an h-submodule of Aiu + @ M(A) *. Then there exists a linear map 
e: Aiu + 0 M(1)* + C such that e(u) = g(a + image a,+ i), e(T) = 0, hence 
e E hom(Aju+ @ M(A)*, C), and ai = e 0 a,, i = 0, e’ = g. 
Finally, it is easy to see that (xf)’ = xf’, for x~r, fe kernel 8. Hence 
kernel a-‘/image ai-’ is isomorphic to (kernel a,/image a,, ,)* as r-modules. 
Q.E.D. 
It is well known that there are linear isomorphisms, 
@,: hom(Mu+, M(1)) -+ hom(A-‘u+ @M(1)*, C) 
such that Qj(f)(u@g)=g(f(u)) for fEhom(Aju+,M(A)), UE&+, 
g E M(A)*. 
LEMMA 10. Qj are r-module homomorphisms, and 
hom(Aj+‘u+, M(A)) * hom(Aju+, M(A)) 
@,+1 
I I 
3 
hom(&+lu+ @M(A)*, C) 7 hom(Aju+ 0 M(I)*, C) 
is commutative. 
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+ 1 (-l)““‘f([Ur, u,] A 241 A 1.1 A 6, A .** A 2.2, A --* A z$“+] 
r<i 9 
Hence ej+, odj= $0 cPj. Q.E.D. 
Let w: g -+g be the Cartan involution (see [l, Chap. I]) defined 
by w(h) = 4, w(e,)= -fi, o(A) = --ei, d= 1, . . . . n. Then o(r) = c, 
w(u’ ) = u T. It induces an automorphism on the exterior algebra .4g of g, - 
which we denote by A w. Then A o maps AI * to Nu +. 
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Now we compose o with the original representation of g (or r) on 
M(I)* (or /f’u+ @M(d)*). We obtain a new representation of g(or r). 
Since M(1)* is an irreducible lowest weight g-module with the lowest 
weight --I, it becomes an irreducible highest weight module with the 
highest weight I, under the new representation of g. We have a 
g-isomorphism, 
q: M(a) -+ M(a)*. 
LEMMA 11. With the new representation of r on Ah+ @I M(A)*, we have 
r-~s~rn~rph~srns~ 
and 
Ah- @M(a) A AI+ @M(a)* 
4 
I I 
4 
nj-‘u- @M(i) v;_l fP1u+ @M(a)* 
is commutative. 
Proof All assertions follow directly from the fact that o is an 
automorphism of g, and A o an automorphism of the exterior algebra -4g. 
Q.E.D. 
We use H,(u-, M(a)), H*(u+, JWA)), ff*tu+, M(a)*), H*(U+, M(n))*) 
for the homology of complex of cocomplex (1) (2), (3), (4). Since 
nju- ~$9 M(1) is in the category C(r) (see Section 1 ), we can assume 
H,(u-, M(A)) = C,, m(p). By Lemma 11, H,(u+, M(A)*) = &, w( --flu), 
under the original representation, where w( --CL) are the irreducible lowest 
weight r-modules with the lowest weights -p. By Lemmas 9 and 10, 
H’(uf, M(A)*)z (q(u+, MA)*))* =C (M-P))* =C m(p) P Ir 
ffqu+, M(I))zHH’(u+, ~(a)*). 
So we obtain 
PROPOSITION 12. H’(u+, M(J)) z Hj(u-, M(A)), for any j. 
From now on, we will only discuss the complex ( 1 ), and its homology 
H*(u-, M(n)). 
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5. KOSTANT'S THEOREM AND BOTT'S THEOREM 
In this section we will prove Kostant’s formula. We will use the method 
in the appendix of [4; 3, Sect. 41 applying Casimir operators of g and r on 
complexes (6) and (7) (to be defined later), respectively. These computa- 
tions will help us obtain the final results. 
Let 9, 9, % - be the universal enveloping algebras of the Lie algebra g, 
p=r+u+ anduP. Then % c 9, .9 G 9. The spaces /(g/p) are p-modules 
isomorphic to Nu- as r-modules, for j= 0, 1, . . . . Also %@, A,‘(g/p) are 
g-modules, where x(a @ U) is defined by xa @ u for x E g, a E 9, u E /ij(g/p). 
We have a g-module complex, 
. ..-BO.~n/(g/p)~teO,nj-‘(g/p)-‘.. 
(5) 
where 
dj(X@j, A .” A jj)= i (-l)‘f’xy,@J, A . . . /yj;A . . /\y, 
i= I 
+ c (-l)“‘XoCY,, Y,l 
T<, 
Aj, A ... A pr A ... A 5, A . . . ,, jj 
for XE Y, y,, . . . . yj E g, yi = y, + p E g/p and so maps x E 9 to its constant 
term. 
It is very easy to check that d,, j = 1, 2, . . . . so, are well defined g-module 
homomorphisms, and li; 0 dj+ i = 0, so o d, = 0 (see [4]). 
PROPOSITION 13. Complex (5) is exact. 
Prooj See [4, Sect. 11. Q.E.D. 
Let Y, = (Y OS /(g/p)) 0 M(A). We obtain an exact g-module complex, 
. .._* r,A+ Yjwl + . ..- Y,A M(A)- 0, (6) 
where Dj=dj@l, j=l,2 ,..., s=.so@l. 
Let the complex number field C be a trivial right u--module. Consider 
X,= CO%- Yj= COW, ((SO, M(g/p))@M(A)). Since up is r-invariant 
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and up kills C, we can give Xi an r-module structure. x(u 0 v) = a@ xy, 
x E r, a E C, y E Yj. We obtain an r-module complex, 
. ..- x,5 x,_, -...~x,+o, (7) 
where D,! = 1 $3 Dj, j = 1, 2, . . 
By the P-B-W theorem, we have linear isomorphisms, 
oj:A’u-@M(A)4fj; 241 A ... A Ui@VH l@((l @U, A ‘.. A Ui)@U), 
where u,, . . . . U~EU -, u E M(A), and it is easy to check that O,, j = 1,2, . . . are 
r-isomorphisms. 
LEMMA 14. 
is commutative. 
Proof: This can be checked directly. Q.E.D. 
Then the homology of complex (1) is isomorphic to the homology of 
complex (7) as r-modules. Next we show that every Y, is a free 
% ~-module. 
LEMMA 15. Let L be a Lie algebra, a(L) its universal enveloping 
algebra. Let M, N be two L-modules. If M is a free e(L)-module, so is 
MON. 
One need only prove: 
LEMMA 16. Let L, e(L), N be same as in Lemma 14. We can give 
a(L) @IN two L-module structures. For x E L, u E a(L), n EN, 
(1) xo(u@n)=de’xu@n. 
(2) x* (u@n)=de’xu@n+u@xn. 
Then {a(L)@ N, o} E I%(L)@ N, *}. 
(There is a more generalized result in [4, Sect. 1); this lemma is a special 
case of that result.) 
ProoJ: The conclusion is a general one for Hopf algebras. 
If s denotes the antipode (in a(L), s(x) = -x, for all XE L) and 
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A:@(L)+&(L)@4?(L.) the coproduct (A(x)=x@l+l@x, for all 
XIZL), then the map f: {@(L)@N, 0) -+ {%!(L)@N, *} with f(u@n)= 
C u”‘@ u’*)H, where A(u) = C ~“‘0 u(‘), U, u(‘)E S?(L), n E N, is a module 
map. 
Likewise, the map g: j%(L)@ N, *} + {q(L)@ N, 0) with g(u@n) = 
1 z&l’ @s(~‘~‘)n is a module map. And these maps are inverses to one 
another. Q.E.D. 
Now Lemma 15 follows by the fact that {%!(I,)@ N, o} is obviously a 
free e(L)-module. 
Since 9 Olp /(g/p) z 4? ~ @ A’(u ~ ), as u--module, by Lemma 15, 
Y, = (‘3 Or Aj(g/p))@ M(i) is a free V-module. By definition of X,, 
j=o, 1, . ..) we have surjective linear maps, 
4,: y, + xj, y-lay, for ye Y. 
And it is easy to see that 
is commutative. Let n’(af) be the set of all roots in A+(A,i), with multi- 
plicities. We define the Casimir operators r and y of the Lie algebras g, r, 
respectively. 
dim h 
r=2 1 e Ze,+ C k,h,+2vp’(p) 
CZtl2+ r=l 
dim h 
y=2 C e -?e,+ C kihj+2vp’(p), 
stf2; I=! 
where e,,Eg’“, k,, hie h, their choice depending on the bilinear form 
( . , . ) of g (see [ 1, Chap. 23 for details). Since Y,, Xj, M(J) are in the 
category 0, we apply r, ‘/ on complexes (6), (7), respectively. They 
commute with the boundary operators. 
LEMMA 17. 
is commutative. 
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proof. For any CI E A +(S), e _ a is contained in u-. Then 
l@ep,e,y= lepx@e,y=O, for any ye Y,. Hence qj”T=yoqj. QED. 
For c E C, let 
Y; = { y E Y, 1 (r- c)” y = 0, for some nonnegative integer n} 
Xi = {x E X, 1 (jl - c)” x = 0, for some nonnegative integer n}. 
Since every weight space of Y, is finite dimensional, r stabilizes each weight 
space. Then Y, = @(‘t c YJ. Similarly X, = @(‘E c XT. Let co = (A + p, 
2 + p) - (p, p), Y,x = Cc + (D Y;, X,’ = Cc + cg X;. Since r acts on M(A) by 
the constant cO, the complex (6) is the direct sum of the following two 
complexes : 
. . - Y?-+ '.. + Y;;o+M(A)+O (8) 
. -+ yjx -+ “. + Y,x +o. (9) 
Complex (7) is the direct sum of the following two complexes: 
. -+ x,x 4 + x,x -+ 0. (11) 
By Lemma17, XfO=qj(Y:‘O)=C@#- Yy and X; =qj(Y,“)=C@,- Yy. 
Every Y; is a projective % P-module, so complex (9) is a projective resolu- 
tion of 0. This implies that the homology of complex (11) is 0 (see [6, 
Chap. 61. Hence the homology of complex (7) is equal to the homology of 
complex (10). 
PROPOSITION 18. Every irreducible component of H,(u ~, M(I)) is of the 
form m(p), p E P,, with (p + p, p + p) = (A + p, 1, + p). 
Proof A+ @M(A) is in category C(r). If m(p) is a component of 
H,(u-, M(A)), it must be a component of Xf’“. y is the constant (p + p, 
p +p)- (p, p) on m(,u), and is the constant co on Xf”. Hence (p-t p, 
P+P)-(P7P)=co, (p+p, p+pP)=(A+p, i+p). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 19. p is weight of An-, if and only ij’p + p is a weight of M(p). 
In this case p and p + p have the same multiplicity. 
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Proof By Weyl-Kac’s character formula and denominator identity, 
=> c det(w) e(w(2p)) = e(2p) n (1 -e( -2~))~~“‘~‘, 
WE w stn- 
since ,8, + ... +bj=y iff 2p, + I.$ +2Zg, = 27, for p,, . . . . fls6d +. And 
II red+ (1 -e(-ff))dimgu is invertible, so is EWE+. det(w)e(w(p)), 
*chhM(p)=e(p) nEtA+ (l+e(-~))dimgz=e(~)c~~~n-. Q.E.D. 
By the way, we have c~~(~(~~ @M(i) j = e(p) ch,(nn- @M(i)). p is a 
weight of An- @M(n) if and only if kf + p is a weight of M(p) @ M(i), and 
in this case they have the same multiplicity. 
LEMMA 20. Zfp is a weight of&u 0 M(A), and (p + p, p + p) = (A + p, 
A + p), rhen 
Proof: By Lemma 19, it +p is a weight of ~(~)~~(~) with the same 
multiplicity as p in /in- @M(i). Choose a We W such that @(~++p) is a 
dominant weight, We can assume that W(p + p) = p f iv - cp, where cp is a 
sum of some positive roots. Then 
(;I+p,;l+p)=(~+P,LI+Pf=tM?(11+P),U’(I1+P)) 
=(;Ii”p-q:1+p-v) 
=(;l+p,~+pj-tji+p,qn)-(j-+p-cp,tp). 
Since a+~--v, is dominant, and ;C+p is strongly dominant, cp=O. Let 
w = W-l. Then p = ~(1” + p) - p. It is clear that the multiplicity of p + p = 
w(i+p) in M(p)@M(E.) is 1. Then the multiplicity of p in ,4nP @M(1) 
is 1. If Gw=jl, . . . . Pr, choose O#U~E~-~‘, O#x~kf(J.),,,(~,,. Then 
u1 A ... A U,@X is a vector of weight ~1 (see Lemma 4). Since p is a weight 
of /iju- QM(/z) and the multiplicity of p in An- @M(/Z) is 1, 
U, A ..* A u,@x~k’u-@M(I). This implies I(w)=t=j, Pj~d+(S), 
i= 1, . ..) r, WE W(S). Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 21. Zf m(p) is an irreducible component of H,(u-, M(A)), 
then 
(1) p=w(E.+p)-p, for some WE W(S) with l(w)=j. 
(2) Hj(up, M(I)) has only one copy of m(p) in itself: 
Proof. By Proposition 18 and Lemma 20. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 22 (Kostant’s Formula). Hj(u+, M(1.)) = Hj(u-, MO.)) = 
Cvvs W(S),/(w)= j m(w(1. + p - p). 
Proof: By Corollary 21, H,(u-, M(i)) is at most equal to 
c it W(sj, ,tn,) = , m( w( i. + p) - p). By Corollary 8 we have 
f (-l)‘ch,H. ,(u-, M(i)) = c det(w) ch,m(w(L + p) - p). 
I= I WE W(S) 
For different w E W(S), we obtain different ~(2 + p) - p (see Lemma 4), 
hence 
H,(u-, M(%)) = C m(w(A + p) - p). Q.E.D. 
WE W(S) 
/CM.) =., 
Note. In fact, we proved Xf” = I,,,, W(sj, /(w)=j m(w(A + P) -P). 
This implies the boundary map from X7 to Xf”, is the zero map, and 
makes resolution (8) of M(A) interesting. 
COROLLARY 23 (Bott’s Formula). dim Hj(n +, M(J)) = dim H,(n-, M(1)) 
= The number of elements w E W with l(w) = j. 
Proof. Apply Kostant’s formula in the case of S= 0. Q.E.D. 
6. RESOLUTION OF M(i) 
Reference [4, Theorem 8.71 proves that in the case where r has finite 
dimension every term in the resolution 
. . . + yf”+ ... + Y~+M(i)+O (8) 
has a very nice structure. As g-module, Yy = U:/=, 4, c/y.-, z Vm(rl) the 
481.149’1-12 
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generalized Verma g-module induced from irreducible r-module m(p,), 
where, 
n,= #WE W(S) with I(w)=,~ 
(/I,, . ..) u,,,} = (“‘(j”+p)-p 1 N’E W(S), ,(w)=.j}. 
As r-modules, Yy E @ :“= , Vm’lrf’. 
Using Theorem 22 of the last section we can prove the corresponding 
result in our case. First, we have to borrow Proposition 1.7 from [4], 
which implies 
In the p-module N(g/p)@ M(j.), let N, be the sum of the weight spaces 
(MglP)o M(Q),,, with j?=L-C:‘=, k,cc,, and C:=,+, k,<k. Then 
Ai(g/p)@M(i)=U,“=, N,, and OcN,c ... cN~LN~+,E ... gives a 
filtration on A’(g/p)O M(I). It is clear that all N, are p-modules, and 
u+N,cN, ,. As r-modules, N,.N, ~~, belongs to the category C(r) (see 
Section 2) therefore it is a direct sum of m(p), p E P,. (The number of such 
m(p) may not be finite, but any way is is countable.). This gives a refine- 
ment to the filtration {Nk}. So, we could assume that there is an index set 
{(m, k) j, where k ranges over { 0, 1, 2, . ..}. m ranges over {0, 1, . . . . r}, 
where t could be a non-negative integer or + x8, such that N(g/p)@ 
M(j*)= UCm,kj N,,.k, satisfies: 
(1) N,,k~N,,,k+I, N,,,k~N,+l,k,, for any m, k k’. 
(2) N,+,,o=UZ=“, N,.k, for any m. 
(3) ~+N,,~+,~N,,,~,foranym, k;u+N,+,,,rN,,,,,forsomek’. 
(4) As r-module N,, k/N,,,, k , r m(pL,. k), for some pL,, k E P,, k > 1. 
Now, let vn,, k = 9 0.~ Nm, k. This gives a filtration on 
Y;=g@.P (n’(g/p)@M(j”)), Y,’ UCm,k) Vm,k, satisfying: 
(1’) V,.kG &,.k+,, V,,xkC Vm+,.k,, for any 4 k, k’. 
(2’) Vm+l.o= Uk+=Xo V,. k, for any m. 
(3’) As g-module V,,, k/V,,, k , z Vm”‘m,A), k2 1. , . 
These filtrations are not as good as those in [4]. Since the subset S of 
{ 1, . . . . U} can be arbitrary, our approach makes the index set {(m, k)} a 
little more complicated. For this reason we are unable to describe the 
structure of Yf” before Theorem 22. 
The Casimir operator r splits q and each V,,k into two ‘parts, 
Y,= Yf”@ r;, V,,k= lqk@ v;.,. So Yy yields a filtration from Y,, 
Yf” = lJ(,, k) Vz, k, which satisfies: 
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(I) V;,k/V:,k-lz V,,k/Vm,I;P1z Vm(l’m.ii), if l~~,~+~l’= lJ.+pl*. 
(II) vq,,= VZ,,-,, if I~~~,~S~l~fl~~+~l~. 
(III) Iq+i,o= I’:,.,, if there exists a k such that for all k’> k, 
IP m, k’ +p12#I~+p12. 
After taking out extra terms in the filtration of Yj’O, we obtain a ~ltration 
of Yy in the usual sense. 
LEMMA 24. The filtration of Y;“’ is,finite. 
Proof: If it were infinite, we could choose infinite terms 
V()E v, c . .. c VkC . . . 
from the filtration, such that Vk/V,-, z Ymoii), ,LL~E Ps. Reference [4, 
Lemma 7.81 says Uz& P’, 2 @ LZO VmcPi) as r + u---modules. Then 
Xj’O= COW- Y.T contains an r-submodule @,&?=$ m(,uk) which has 
infinitely many irreducible components, contradicting the Note of 
Theorem 22. Q.E.D. 
Still using [4, Lemma 7.81 and the Note of Theorem 22, we have: 
THEOREM 25. Let (IV,,..., w,,,) = (w E W(S) 1 I(M’) =,j]. The jth term Yf 
in the resolution (8) 
. . . -+ y:“, . . . -+ Y;;” -+ ~(~“) -+ 0 
has a ~~ltrfft~on of ~-~~~rnod~les, 
O=N,GN,E ... cN,,. 
For any k, N,IN,_, is isomorphic to the generalized Verma module 
Vm(“‘*(‘+p)--) induced from m(o,(ll+ p) - p). As the r + us -module YT” is ’ J 
the direct sum of these Vm(L”k(L+P)--P). 
This theorem is an analogue of [4, Theorem 8.71. 
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